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Let G be a finite group, and define the function
m H , G .
P G , s [ , .  sw xG: HHFG
 .where m is the Mobius function on the subgroup lattice of G. The function P G, sÈ
is the multiplicative inverse of a zeta function for G, as described by Mann and
X .Boston. Boston conjectured that P G, 1 s 0 if G is a nonabelian simple. We will
X .prove a generalization of this conjecture, showing that P G, 1 s 0 unless
 .GrO G is cyclic for some prime p. Q 1998 Academic Pressp
w x w xIn Ma and Bo , respectively, Mann and Boston examined the function
m H .
P G, s s , .  sw xG: HH
where the sum runs over the set of subgroups of finite index in a finitely
generated profinite group G, and m is the Mobius function on the poset ofÈ
 .  .such subgroups. Here, and in the rest of this paper, m H means m H, G .
w x X .In Bo , it was conjectured that P G, 1 s 0 when G is a nonabelian finite
simple group. Exponentiating both sides of the equality allows one to write
this conjecture as follows.
w xCONJECTURE 1 Bo . Let G be a nonabelian finite simple group. Then
 . w xm H r G : Hw xG: H s 1.
HFG
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In what follows, we will prove a generalization of this conjecture, which
will imply that the conclusion of the conjecture holds for any finite group
 .G such that there is no prime p with GrO G cyclic.p
From now on, every group G will be assumed to be finite.
 4DEFINITION 2. Let G be a group and let p , . . . , p be the set of1 k
< <prime divisors of G . Define the rational numbers a , . . . , a by1 k
k
 . w xm H r G : H a iw xG: H s p .  i
HFG is1
A formula for a will be determined from which the next result willi
follow.
 .PROPOSITION 3. If GrO G is not cyclic then a s 0.p ii
The first step is to get a crude formula for a directly from thei
definition. Fix from now on a prime p s p and let a s a . For a positivei i
integer m, we denote by m the largest power of p dividing m.p
 .  < < .DEFINITION 4. 1. For H F G set a H s log H .pp p
 .  .   . 42. For 1 F a F a G set G G s H F G: a H s a .p a p
 .  . < <  .3. For 1 F a F a G define f G s  H m H .p a H g G G.a
The next proposition follows from the definition by an easy calculation.
PROPOSITION 5.
 .a Gpa G 1 .p
< <a s H m H y af G . .  .  a< < < <G GHFG as1
Now we will calculate the two sums in the difference above. The first
w xterm was examined by Philip Hall in Ha , where he defined the MobiusÈ
function m and proved the Mobius inversion formula in order to show,È
 .among other things, that if n is a positive integer then P G, n gives the
 .probability that a randomly chosen ordered n-tuple g , . . . , g from G1 n
 :satisfies G s g , . . . , g . The following proposition is a special case of1 n
that result.
PROPOSITION 6. Let f be Euler 's function. Then
< <f G , if G is cyclic, .< <H m H s .  0, otherwise.HFG
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The second sum in Proposition 5 will be determined by calculating each
 .f G .a
 .DEFINITION 7. Fix a with 1 F a F a G .p
 .  < < a4 U  .   . 41. Set D G s R F G: R s p and D G s R g D G : ReG .a a a }
 .  .   .42. For R g D G set V R s H F G: R g Syl H .a p
LEMMA 8. Let R be a nontri¨ ial p-subgroup of G. Then
¡ < <H m H , ReG, . }~  .N R m H s HgV R .  . H ¢ .HgV R 0, otherwise.
 .  .Proof. If ReG then N R s H for all H g V R and the claim ofH}
 .the lemma holds, so assume N R - G. Note that for H F G we haveG
 .  .  .  .H g V R if and only if N R g V R . Indeed, if P g Syl H strictlyH p
 .  . U  .   .contains R, then so does N R F N R . Let V R s L g V R :P H
4R 1 L . It follows from the preceding argument that
< <N R m H s L m H . .  .  .  H
U .  .  .HgV R LgV R HlN R sLG
U  .  .Fix L g V R . Since N R / G, it follows from Weisner's theoremG
 w x.see, e.g., Corollary 3.9.3 of St that
m H s 0, .
 .HlN R sLG
and the lemma follows.
 .COROLLARY 9. For 1 F a F a G ,p
< <f G s H m H . .  . a
U .  .RgD G HgV Ra
Proof. By Sylow's theorem, we have
f G s N R m H . .  .  . a H
 .  .RgD G HgV Ra
The corollary now follows immediately from Lemma 8.
Now we can prove Proposition 3. By Propositions 5 and 6, it suffices to
 .  .  .show that if GrO G is not cyclic then f G s 0 for 1 F a F a G . Ifp a p
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  .. U  .  .a ) a O G then D G s B and f G s 0 by Corollary 9. If a sp p a a
  .. U  .   .4a O G then D G s O G and by Corollary 9 we havep p a p
< <f G s H m H . .  .a
  ..HgV O Gp
 .Set G s GrO G and let m be the Mobius function on the subgroupÈp
 .lattice of G. Also, let J G be the set of subgroups of G whose order is
not divisible by p. Then
< < < <H m H s O G H m H . .  .  . p
  ..HgV O G  .HgJ Gp
Since G is not cyclic, Proposition 6 gives
< < < <H m H s y H m H . .  . 
 .  .HgJ G HfJ G
Now Sylow's theorem gives
 .a Gp
< <H m H s N R m K . .  .  .    K
bs1 .  .  .HfJ G RgD G KgV Rb
 .Since O G s 1,p
N R m K s 0 .  . K
 .KgV R
 .for each nontrivial p-subgroup R F G by Lemma 8. Thus f G s 0 fora
  ..a s a O G . We now proceed by downward induction on a, so wep p
  .. U  .assume that a - a O G and that if Q g D G with a - b thenp p b
< <  . H m H s 0. By Corollary 9 we haveH g V Q.
< <f G s H m H . .  . a
U .  .RgD G HgV Ra
U Ä .Fix R g D G and set G s GrR. Let m be the Mobius function on theÄ Èa
Ä Äsubgroup lattice of G. Since G is not cyclic, neither is G. Using the same
  ..arguments we used when examining a s a O G , we see that, to showp p
Ä< <  .that  H m H s 0, it suffices to show that if Q is a nontrivialH g V R.
Ä Ä Ä< <  .normal p-subgroup of G then  H m H s 0. Let Q be the fullÄÄ ÄH g V Q.
Ä U  .preimage of Q in G. Then Q g D G for some b ) a, and by inductiveb
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hypothesis we have
Ä Ä< < < < < <R H m H s H m H s 0. . .Ä 
 .HgV QÄ Ä .HgV Q
 .This completes the proof of Proposition 3. If GrO G is cyclic for somep
 . prime p, then G is solvable and P G, s is quite well understood see
w x.Section 3 of Bo .
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